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lisA Vershbow

She loves the challenge of pure silversmithing, to get the edge and detail perfect.  

Vershbow seeks to achieve clean lines in all her work, which reflects her love of graphic arts;  

this is especially true in her stunning corsage brooches.  

M etalsmith Lisa Vershbow says “Necessity is the mother 

of invention—I am living proof of that.” For the  

past thirty-five or so years, Vershbow has accompanied 

her diplomat husband Alexander to Russia, South Korea 

and other foreign posts, transporting her streamlined 

metalsmith studio across oceans.  

Because she and her husband have moved every three 

years or so, Vershbow has had to continuously crate her 

studio, making sure it does not weigh too much to be 

shipped. She has been obliged to pack fewer tools than 

most jewelers would normally carry along. “I may be the 

only metalsmith buying a rolling mill who asks, ‘Do you 

have something lighter?’ ”

In the course of her husband’s foreign service career, 

Vershbow has spent time in many countries (and she is 

headed back to Belgium next year). Of all the places she has 

called home away from home, Russia and South Korea have 

made the greatest impression, especially during extended stays  

in recent years. With her children grown and the opportunity 

to work more, as an artist she has maximized her time abroad. 

Early twentieth-century Russian avant-garde had been one 

of Vershbow’s favorite periods in her art history studies in 

college so living in Moscow was a special treat. She was able to 

incorporate that aesthetic into her work, creating a series of 

remarkable ornaments in homage to Malevich, Kandinsky and 

other avant-garde artists. Vershbow gained the greatest 

creative pleasure during her Russian sojourn from a series of 

tea glass holders she made for an exhibition at the Museum  

of Decorative, Applied and Folk Art in Moscow. She was 

fascinated by the traditional holder, called podstakannik. She 

LISA VERSHBOW in her Washington, D.C. studio. Photograph by Gregory Vershbow. CORSAGE BROOCH of fabricated, hollow silver form 
with anodized aluminum, 15.2 centimeters high, 2009. Photograph by Jessica Marcotte.32
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made twenty of them using a variety of nontraditional 

materials, including industrial aluminum radiator screen, 

which resembles the traditional silver filigree. She cut out a 

large oval of Plexiglas to serve as the tray (in Russia the cups 

are always delivered that way). 

Vershbow has also relished teaching in Russia. In a 

workshop she has taught there many times, she introduces 

students to industrial materials, often starting with a cookie 

tin. After eating the cookies (as an ice-breaker), the class cuts 

up the tin and makes brooches with it, using cold connections. 

“I’ve been able to cross so many borders and boundaries with 

these materials,” Vershbow notes. Her ultimate hope is that 

her workshop encourages the Russian students to look at their 

own designs differently. “They’re used to a very rigid 

program,” she explains. “They graduate as these incredibly 

trained artists and they’re all wonderful, but each school has  

a look to the work, everywhere you go.”

After living in Russia for four years, Vershbow and her 

husband moved to Seoul, South Korea, which turned out to  

be an artistic and cultural change in every way imaginable. The 

jeweler describes Korean art as “very pure” and simplified;  

she quickly fell in love with it. What influenced Vershbow the 

most in Korea were the materials she discovered, in particular,  

a paper made from the bark of the mulberry tree. The jeweler 

was led to the paper by necessity. She had been invited to show 

her ornaments in a Korean gallery that specialized in painting 

and sculpture. They offered to bring in display cases, but the 

artist came up with her own solution: she sewed the white paper 

into dress and shirt shapes and affixed her jewelry to them.  

The paper, called Hanji, comes in large sheets and is used 

to cover window screens, floors and furniture as a protective 

material; the Koreans also use it in crafts, making papier-

mâché that is shaped into small dolls and figurines 

(Vershbow created shoes using this method). She found 

the paper to be one of the most difficult materials to work 

with because it has a memory—it keeps its creases—and if 

you get it dirty, “it’s over—and you can’t polish off the scratches.”  

Hanji is so fibrous, it can be sewed with needle and 

thread. Vershbow started out making basic square shapes 

with collars, thinking they could be shirts that she could tack  

on the wall as display bases for her jewelry. One thing led to 

another: By her third year, she was making full dresses.  

When she returned to Korea last summer for another show of 

her work, she brought twelve dresses hanging in plastic bags. 

“It looked like I had stolen the dry cleaning from a bridal store,” 

she says with a laugh. 

Vershbow describes her early work as being like 

everyone else’s in the 1960s: “I hammered silver and used 

cabochon s tones .”  She  found her  own voice  by 

experimenting as a teacher and through discovery of new 

materials. In the 1980s, during a workshop with David 

Tisdale, a graduate of the metals department at San Diego 

State University, Vershbow was introduced to anodized 

aluminum. She had been looking for an inexpensive 

material for her students in the Smithsonian Adult 

Education program, where she was teaching at the time; 

she had noticed how nervous people could get even with a 

small piece of silver. Not attracted to copper or brass—she 

found them too earthy—Vershbow preferred strong flat 

colors. The aluminum opened doors to other materials, 

samples of which she shared with her students. And  

her own work took off.  

STALK PIN of silver, anodized aluminum and glass pearl, 13.3 centimeters high, 2010. Photograph by Jessica Marcotte. 
LONG FEATHER PIN of fabricated, hollow silver form with feathers, 12.7 centimeters high, 2010. Photograph by Gregory Vershbow. 
LARGE ORCHID PIN of fabricated, hollow silver form with anodized aluminum and fresh-water pearl, 12.7 centimeters high, 2009.  
Photograph by Jessica Marcotte.
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In the beginning Vershbow learned how to dye the 

aluminum, but the fumes from the electro-chemical process 

steered her away. Nowadays, she buys the aluminum in large 

sheets of solid colors and cuts it. The metal is like a razor blade 

after being sawn so she spends a lot of time sanding and 

finishing the edges. Vershbow uses a lot of anodized aluminum, 

often combining it with sterling silver. She loves the challenge  

of pure silversmithing, to get the edge and detail perfect. She 

seeks to achieve clean lines in all her work, which reflects her 

love of graphic arts; this is especially true in her stunning 

corsage brooches. The metalsmith is constantly marrying soft 

materials with hard. To add feathers to silver brooches, she 

uses a thin binding wire to bundle them into little groups that 

flare out the way she likes. She completes the attachment with 

the equivalent of “cement overshoes,” embedding the feathers  

in a block of epoxy. “These feathers aren’t going anywhere,” 

she states with confidence. 

Recently, Vershbow took a feltmaking class at the Art 

League School. She loves making the wool material, rolling it 

until it is hard and adding it to her silver forms. The bright  

felt adds striking color accents to these pieces. Materials 

sometimes arrive serendipitously. One day a large piece of 

green acrylic showed up in a box at the Art League School 

where artists can leave donated items. Vershbow shared it  

with her class, challenging everyone, including herself, to create 

something from it. She ended up using Zircon gemstones to 

add sparkle to the sea glass-like plastic.

Vershbow tells her students that there are three elements 

to making jewelry: technique, design and problem solving.  

She loves the last the best: trying to figure out how to make an 

earring light enough so it will not pull on the ear or how to 

design a bracelet that will fit the hand.  

Over the years Vershbow has made a number of boa 

necklaces, which can be worn at different lengths according to 

physique or desired look. She invented a system of little screws 

that allows the attached pieces to turn in different directions 

and float on the sterling silver chain. A piece of jade or coral 

weights the piece. Vershbow has created variations on the 

theme, including bamboo, ice and cherry blossom boas. 

Picky about finish work, Vershbow explains jewelers can 

get away with using inexpensive materials as long as they make 

them perfect. “You have to refine them more,” she notes, 

otherwise they look cheap. While silver and gold automatically 

command one’s attention, if you are cutting up radiator 

screen, she says, “you have to be confident.”  

Vershbow likes to make her own “display furniture.” She 

feels strongly that artists have a responsibility to pay attention  

to all aspects of their work, including presentation, if they want 

people to appreciate what they are doing. She has come up 

HANJI SHIRTS of torn, folded and hand-sewn Korean Mulberry bark 
paper (Hanji), 2010. Adorned with cold-connected brooches of 
anodized aluminum, acrylic and zircons; shirts are approximately 
55.9 x 40.6 centimeters each. Photograph by Jessica Marcotte.

HANJI DRESSES of torn, folded and hand-sewn Korean Mulberry bark 
paper (Hanji), 2008. Adorned with Leaf Brooch of cold-connected 
silver, anodized aluminum, acrylic and zircons. Leaf Boa of 
anodized aluminum and crystal beads on a silver chain; dresses are 
approximately 119 x 58.4 centimeters each. Photograph by Heo, 
Myung Wook.
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with some ingenious ways to present her work. For one show 

she displayed her bracelets on the necks of empty champagne 

bottles (having soaked off the labels). 

In recent years, Vershbow has added quilting to her 

repertoire; her show in South Korea last summer featured a 152.4 

by 152.4 centimeters quilt titled Soft Landing. The quilts are 

meant to go on beds, although some collectors, including a textile 

museum in Korea, have chosen to display them on walls. A 

smaller quilt, featuring the letters of the Korean alphabet, served 

as a thank-you for being welcomed into the artistic community. 

Vershbow was born and brought up in Boston. In her early 

teens, she fell in love with jewelry at the DeCordova Museum 

Community Art School in Lincoln, Massachusetts, where she 

took classes with the silversmith Florence Hollingsworth 

(1906-2006). At the time, she thought of jewelry as a hobby 

and was more interested in art history. As an undergraduate  

at Connecticut College, Vershbow, class of 1975, majored in 

studio art, including printmaking and drawing, and art 

history. She was especially taken with book binding. When her 

husband entered the diplomatic corps and they moved to 

Washington, D.C., in the late 1970s, she studied book restoration 

at the Library of Congress for a time. While she loved handling 

vintage volumes, she yearned for a more creative activity (and 

fewer chemicals). 

Vershbow had never lost her love of jewelry and she had 

continued to practice it, making earrings and other ornaments 

for friends. She took her work to Craftsmen of Chelsea Court,  

a small shop located in the Watergate building, and worked 

there for a time as a bench jeweler. She and another 

jeweler started a studio together, but when Vershbow’s 

husband took a post in Russia (then the Soviet Union),  

off she went, kids and jewelry tools in hand.

Vershbow can boast a special heritage in her chosen 

field. Her great-grandfather was a metalsmith who made 

pots and pans—and pipes for samovars. When he and his 

wife emigrated from Russia to the United States in 1910, 

he worked for a roofing company making copper 

downspouts—“the same technology as the pipe for the 

samovar,” Vershbow explains with wonder. 

One of the artist’s great-aunts gave her a copy of the 

certificate her great-grandfather received from the Russian 

Society of Craftspeople in 1900 declaring him a master 

craftsman. “My grandmother was convinced that [the 

BLUE AND RED FELT CORSAGES of fabricated and wet felted wool 
and hollow silver forms with felt; 15.2 x 7.6, 12.7 x 7.6 centimeters, 
2011. Photograph by Gregory Vershbow.

EMERGENCE SERIES of fabricated and wet felted 
wool and hollow silver forms with emerging felt; 
brooches range from 5.1 to 15.2 centimeters, 2011. 
Photograph by Gregory Vershbow.
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metalsmith skill] passed to me through my great-grandfather’s 

hands when he held me as a baby,” she notes with a smile.

When Vershbow lived in Russia, she had the framed 

certificate hanging in her studio. When she returned in 

December 2010 on a state department cultural exchange grant 

to lecture at art schools and lead workshops in the Urals, she 

started her presentations with a slide of her great-grandfather’s 

diploma and immediately felt, “I’m in, I’m accepted.”

In 1982, Vershbow joined the Torpedo Factory Arts 

Center. Her fellow artists at the center have been something of 

a family to the peripatetic artist, welcoming her back into the 

fold no matter how long her absences. The building was an 

actual torpedo factory during World War I and II; it was later 

used for storage. A local Alexandria painter, Marian Van 

Landingham, approached the city in the 1970s about allowing 

artists to work there. In the early 1980s the space was renovated, 

with studios created. 

The art center has a thriving educational arm, the Art 

League School, where Vershbow teaches. This community 

school offers a full spectrum of art and craft classes to all ages 

and abilities, from hobbyists to professional artists. She has 

taken an occasional class there herself and also attended 

workshops organized by the Washington Guild of Goldsmiths, 

of which she is a founding member. 

Since returning to Washington nearly three years ago, 

Vershbow has made short return trips to both Korea and 

Russia. The gallery in Seoul invited her to show again. The 

exhibition featured work she had created since leaving Korea, 

some of it made with materials she had gathered there. She 

waxes nostalgic about the “everything markets” in Seoul that 

offered food, art, linen, fish—and fabrics for her quilts. 

The artist has helped organize a number of shows abroad. 

For the exhibition Two Capitals in Moscow, she drew on the 

Washington Guild of Goldsmiths as well as the State Department 

and the Art in the Embassies program to help organize it. 

Michael Monroe curated the American half of the show. Five 

of Vershbow’s Guild colleagues traveled to Russia and 

accompanied her to schools.

CHERRY BLOSSOM BOA of silver chain and tubing with 
commercial rubber floor tile spacers, manmade pearls, 
and agate; approximately 61 centimeters long, 2010. 
Photograph by Jessica Marcotte.

TIDE POOLS, THREE BROOCHES of silver, 
anodized aluminum, acrylic, found beach 
glass, natural amber and zircons; cold-
connected, 7.6 to 10.2 centimeters wide 2010. 
Photograph by Jessica Marcotte.36
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Vershbow has been honored for her work to create these 

cultural exchanges. While in Russia in 2005, she received the 

Avis Bohlen Award for Public Diplomacy in the Arts, an award 

given out annually by the Foreign Service Association to honor 

the child or spouse of a diplomat who has promoted diplomacy 

between the United States and the country they are living in. 

Speaking of diplomacy, one of Vershbow’s pieces is featured 

in the exhibition Read My Pins: The Madeleine Albright 

Collection, now on tour (the show is currently at the New 

Orleans Museum of Art, through August 14). One of the 

brooches Secretary of State Albright acquired played a role in 

an encounter with the Russian foreign minister during nuclear 

arms discussions. When the minister asked whether the arrow-

like pin on her jacket was an interceptor missile, Albright told 

him it was, adding “and as you can see, we know how to make 

them very small. So you’d better be ready to negotiate.”   

The centerpieces of Vershbow’s exhibition in Russia this 

past September were three brooches she calls tide pools. Each  

of them has special significance by way of the materials. One 

of them, for example, features amber granules that were a gift 

from a Russian artist who had collected them on the Baltic 

Sea coast. “I think my life as an artist has benefited from this 

sense of being swept along with the tide,” Vershbow says. She  

has loved accompanying her husband to different parts of the 

world; she considers it a privilege and she has learned a great 

deal in the process. At the same there is a sense of pride in 

having maintained her creative work wherever she has found 

herself. “I tried to give a lot, but I grew so much.”
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FEATHER PIN of fabricated, hollow silver form with feathers, 7.6 centimeters high, (excluding feathers), 2010. 
Photograph by Gregory Vershbow.
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